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ABSTRACT 
We describe the sections of U(Zn)/Sp(s) over S 4n-’ in terms of the sections of the symplectic 
Stiefel manifold Sp(n)/Sp(s) and we express the orders of obstructions to sectioning U(2n)/Sp(s) 
in terms of orders of obstructions to sectioning Sp(n)/Sp(s). In certain cases we give the exact values 
of these orders. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [6] we have determined the integers n such that for a given s the fibration 
U(n)/&!+?(s) -+ s 2n-1 admits a cross section. According to these results, when n 
is even the existence of cross sections depends on the existence of cross sections 
of the symplectic Stiefel manifold Sp(m)/Sp(s), where m = n/2. The purpose of 
the present paper is to shed some light onto the exact relationship between these 
two families of cross-sections. 
In $ 2 the relationship between the sections of U(2n)/Sp(s) and the sections 
of Sp(n)/Sp(s) is given. This relationship and the description of sections of 
U(2n)/Sp(s) in terms of the sections of Sp(n)/Sp(s) is expressed as our first main 
result in Theorem 1. These sections are especially important in the study of 
almost-quaternion substructures on the sphere and the results of Theorem 1 say 
something about the construction of these substructures. This is explained 
in Q 3. To make the description of the relationship between sections of 
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U(2n)/Sp(s) and @(n)/@(s) complete, in 0 4 we express the orders of obstruc- 
tions to sectioning U(2n)/Sp(s) in terms of the orders of obstructions to 
sectioning Sp(n)/Sp(s). This is given as the second main result in Theorem 2. 
As a consequence of this and by the known results about the orders of obstruc- 
tions to sectioning Sp(n)/Sp(s), in certain cases we give the exact values of these 
orders (Theorem 3). 
Throughout the paper the following conventions will be used. 
Let F denote either C or IH (quaternions). On the vector space F” define 
the inner product (x/y) =x1 7, + . . . +x,g, and the norm llxll= (x/x)“~ for 
x=(x1, . ..) x,), Y=(Yl,***, y,) E F”. The unitary group Q(n) and the symplectic 
group Q(n) are the norm preserving automorphisms of C” and IH” respec- 
tively. Let ej be the vector in lR” which has 1 in jth entry and 0 elsewhere. 
Similarly we let aj be the vector in C” which has 1 in jth entry and 0 elsewhere. 
If s<n we shall consider U(s) embedded in U(n) by considering it to be the 
elements of U(n) which leave a,, 1, . . . , a,, fixed. The embedding Sp(s) C S&z) is 
similarly defined. Every vector (zi, . . . , z,) in Cn will be considered as a vector 
cY,,Xl, **‘f y,, x,) where z, = x, + iy,, and every vector (ql, . . . , q,,) in IH’ will be 
considered as a vector (w,, zl, . . . , w,, z,) in C2n where qr = z,.+ jw,. The em- 
bedding Sp(n)c U(2n) is defined in accordance with these conventions. 
2. THE SECTIONS OF U(2n)/Sp(s) 
To describe the sections of U(2n)/Sp(.s) and the relationship with the sections 
of Sp(n)/Sp(s) let 1: Sp(n)/Sp(s)-,U(2n)/Sp(s) denote the inclusion, h : U(2n)-+ 
-+ U(2n)/Sp(.s) be the quotient map. Also, let p: U(2n)-+S4n- ’ be the pro- 
jection which takes every 2n-frame (u,, . . . . uZn) in C2n to uZn. Denote the 
fibration Sp(n)/Sp(s)-+S 4”-1 by q and the fibration U(2r~)/Sp(s)-+S~“-~ byp. 
Throughout the paper let I denote the positive generator of the group 
n4n-&s4n-’ ) = Z. Following [4], we call an element a E 17,, _ i (Sp(n)/Sp(s)) an 
m-section if q (a) = ml, where m is an integer. Similarly we define an m-section 
of U(2n)/Sp(s) to be an element p E I7,,, _i (U(2n)/Sp(s)) such that ~5 # (p) = mz. 
By covering homotopy theorem every l-section is represented by a cross 
section. Now, keeping in mind that cross-sections of U(2n)/Sp(s) exist when 
Sp(n)/Sp(s) has a cross section ([6]), we can state and prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let qs-i denote the underlying real bundle of the quaternionic 
Hopf line bundle over P,-,(IH”), and let c, denote the order of 5(11,-i) in 
J(P,- ,(IH”). Assume c,ln. In other words assume Sp(n)/Sp(s) has a cross 
section. Then 
(i) If m is any integer and 0 is a (2n - l)!m + 1 section of Sp(n)/Sp(s), then 
1 # (0) - mh # (a) is a 1 -section of b for a suitable generator Q of f14, - i (U(2n)) G 
E z. 
(ii) If n is even then any l-section of b is of the form 1 # (0) - mh, (a), where, 
19, L, a are as in part (i). Moreover, for every l-section v/ of U(2n)/Sp(s), 2y/ 
is of the form 1 #(p), where a, is a 2-section of Sp(n)/Sp(s). 
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(iii) If n is odd every cross section of U(2n)/Sp(s) is homotopic to a cross 
section of the form loo where o is a cross section of Sp(n)/Sp(s). 





We use the following results of [111 [2] and [.5]. 
(2-l) fl,,-,(U(2n-l))=O 
(2.2) n4n-2(U2n- 1) =o 
(2.3) 174n-2(~2n-l)gz(2n-1)! 
(2.4) z7,,_,(U(2n- 1))zZ. 
By (2.2) a, is an epimorphism. Therefore the generators of n,,- i(S4”- ‘) are 
mapped onto the generators of &,-2(U(2n - ~)GZ(,,- i)! (2.3). So, the image 
of pp# is generated by [(2n - l)!]l. Since by (2.1) p is injective, one of the 
generators of 17,,-,(U(2n))~Z goes to [(2n- l)!]z. Call it LX. Now we have 
P”#(l.(e)-mh.(a))=q,(e)-mp,(a)=[(2n- l)!m+ l]r 
-m[(2n- l)!]z=z. So, 1#(0)-&z.(a) is a l-section. 
(ii) First, consider the following commutative diagram 
174, - 2 (SP(N) 
I 
. . . ‘I74, - 1 (sPyeP(s)) Ln4n-, (Wn)/Sp(s)) Ln,,-,( u(2n)/Sp(n))*.. 
kipg \I r# . . . - I74,-,(S4”-1) L nb,-l(WM +-.. 
where the upper row is homotopy exact sequence of the projection 
U(2n)/Sp(s)-r U(2n)/Sp(n). 
Since ZZ4,-2(Sp(n)) = 0 by [2], r# is an epimorphism. 
Now assume v, is a l-section of U(2n)/Sp(s). There exists an element 
u E 17,,, _ i (U(2n)) such that 
r# (4 = t, (d. 
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Then we have 
t#(ul-h,(u))=t,(yl)-r,(u)=O. 
So, by exactness of the upper horizontal row, there exists an element 
f? E l7,,, _ r (S&r)/Sp(s)) such that 
l#W=yl-h.(u). 
Since (Y is a generator of L$,- r(U(2n)) =:Z (2.4), there exist m E Z such that 
u = -ma. Then we have 
p= I#@?)-mh,(a). 
It remains to show that 13 is (2n - l)!m + 1 section of Sp(n)/Sp(s). In fact 
q#(e)=p”,(l.(e))=8,(a,+mh,(a))=~,(~)+mp,(a)= 
=z+m[(2n-1)!]~=[(2n-l)!m+1]z. 
This completes the proof of the first statement of (ii). 
Next, let v/ be a l-section of U(2n)/Sp(s). Since &,- r(U(2n)/Sp(n)) E H2 for 
n even ([2]), we have 
t,(2y)=o. 
Hence there exists an element ~1 E Z7,, _ ,(Sp(n)/S’(s)) such that 
l.h9=2w 
by exactness of the upper horizontal row of the diagram above. Now, qr must 
be a 2-section of Sp(n)/Sp(s) because 
q#(~)=~#(l.(~))=p”(2y/)=2. 
This completes the proof of part (ii). 
(iii) Since l7,,- ,(U(2n)/S’(n)) 7 0 for n odd, ([2]), l# :IZ&- r(Sp(n)/Sp(s))+ 
-+Z7,,- 1(U(2n)/Sp(n)) is surjective. If p is a cross section U(2n)/Sp(.s) then 
there exists an element y in LQ,- r (Sp(n)/Sp(s)) with 1 # (JJ) = [/I]. Then 
Q# (VI =P;# (1 # (YN ‘A WI) = 1. 
So, y is a l-section of Sp(n)/Sp(s). By homotopy covering theorem y is 
homotopic to a cross section Q of S&)/S&). Therefore we have 
P=loy=loa 
as asserted. 
REMARK. If n is even and cr is a cross section of Sp(n)/Sp(s), then 1 ocr is a 
cross section but unlike the case n is odd not all cross sections are of this form. 
To see this it is sufficient to exhibit a l-section v, of U(2n)/Sp(s) such that 
t,((p)#O in the diagram of the proof of part (ii). Since we have 
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r# is onto and the generators of &,- i(U(2n)) go to the generator of 
I7,,- ,(U(2n)/Sp(n)). Let (x be the generator of Z7,,- r(U(2n)) such that 
p,(u) = [(2n- l)!]z (see the proof of part (i)). Choose any l-section y of 
Sp(n)/Sp(s). Then [(2n- l)! + l] y is a (2n- l)! + 1 section of Sp(n)/Sp(s) and 
by (i) of Theorem 1 the element q = 1 # ([(2n - I)! + l)]~) - h # (a) is a l-section 
of U(2n)/Sp(s). However, 
t#‘(v/)= -t,h#((W)= -r,(a)=l#O. 
3. ALMOST QUATERNION s-SUBSTRUCTURES AND QUATERNIONIC (n -x)-FRAMES 
As defined in [6] an almost-quaternion s-substructure on the canonical 
V-l-bundle cm-i over S2m-1 is a 4s-dimensional subbundle q of the under- 
lying real bundle r&,-i of [,-i together with normalized almost-complex 
2s-substructure G:E(~)-+E(~) defined on the total space of 17 such that 
ZG = - GI holds. Here I is the restriction of the complex structure of lR2m 
induced by the multiplication by the complex number i, to E(q). 
Each almost-quaternion s-substructure whose underlying bundle (considered 
as a complex bundle) has trivial orthogonal complement in l, _ r corresponds 
to a cross section of U(m)/Sp(s). Let o be a cross section of U(m)/Sp(s), 
XE S2”- ‘, and let o(x) be represented by L E U(m). Then underlying real 
bundle q of the almost-quaternion s-substructure has fiber at x spanned by 
LW, . . . . L(e&. The structure map G on this fibre of 17 at x can be given by 
Glued) = - L@3,), GAUed = - L(e4,) 
Glued =Ue,h %W4,)) =L(e2d a = 1,2, . . ..s. 
If L is another representative of o(x), L’=AL where A is in Sp(s), hence the 
definition of G is independent of the choice of the representative. 
Now, let us restrict ourselves to the case m is even, and let m =2n. If in the 
construction above we have L E Sp(n) c U(2n). Then G constructed is simply the 
quaternionic structure J: lR4n--+lR4n induced by the multiplication by the unit 
quaternion j. 
Once a cross section 0 of Sp(n)/Sp(s) in S 4n-1 is given we can construct the 
almost-quaternion s-substructure on r2,, _ i corresponding to the cross section 
1 oo of Theorem 1, part (iii) as follows. 
First we recall that a cross section o of Sp(n)/Sp(s) determines a (4n-4s)- 
frame of the form (KU,, i, Ju,, i, lu,, i, u,+ i, . . . ,Ku,, Ju,, Iu,, u,) (according 
to the conventions at the introduction), where u,=x and where the triple 
I: lR4n-+lR4n, J: R4n-+R4n, K: iR4n+~4n are the standart structure maps induced 
by the multiplication by the unit quaternions i, j, k respectively. The orthogonal 
complement of this frame is preserved under 1, J, K. Thus the underlying real 
bundle 4 of the almost-quaternion s-substructure we want to construct has this 
orthogonal complement as fibre at x and G, is the restriction of J to the fibre 
of rj at x. 
Theorem 1 (iii) says that for n odd, this type of substructures, up to homo- 
topy, are the only ones. 
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4. ORDERS OF OBSTRUCTIONS 
Consider the exact homotopy sequence 
. . . -+z74, _ , (U(2n)/Sp(s)) * &-,(S4”-p+ n4, _ 2( U(2n - l)/Sp(s))+ . . . 
of the fibration U(2n)/Sp(s)+S 4n-1. Since the image of fi# is the kernel of 6, 
U(2n)/Sp(s) has a cross section if and only if S(z) =O. So, we call 6(r) the 
obstruction to cross sectioning U(2n)/Sp(s) over S4”- ‘. Let U{2n, s} denote 
the order of S(z) if it is finite and 0 if it is infinite. The order of obstruction 
to cross sectioning symplectic Stiefel manifold is defined in [4] and is the subject 
of current research. Following the notation of James in [4] let us denote it by 
X(n, s} . In this section we shall express U{ 2n, s} in terms of X{ n, s} and we shall 
give its values explicitely in cases the values of X{n,s> are known. 
THEOREM 2. For the values of U{2n,s}, the obstructions to cross sectioning 
U(2n)/Sp(s), we have 
X{n, 4 if n is odd 
U{2n,s} = 
g.c.d. (X{n,s},(2n- l)!) if IZ is even 
(Here g.c.d. stands for the greatest common divisor). 
PROOF. First, let IZ be odd. In that case we have the commutative diagram. 
0 
rr,, - 1 (SP(n)/SP(s)) - n4, - 1 vwwMs)) - 17,, - 1 ( wwmm) 
Since 1 # is onto, image of q# and image of fi# are equal. Since X{n,s}, 
U{2n,s} are the smallest integers such that [X{n,.s}]l and [U(2n,s}]i are in the 
image of q# and p# respectively, they must be equal. 
Assume IZ is even. We shall use the diagram in the proof of Theorem 1 (ii). 
We claim that Image @# = Image q# + Image pg. First let a~Im q#, 
bEIm pg. Then there exists o E n4,, _ i (Sp(n)/Sp(s)), a E IT,,, _, (U(2n)) such 
that q#(cr)=a, ~#(a)= b it follows that@.(l g(a)+hs(a))=q,(o)+p,(a) = 
=a+b, so a+beIm ~5~. Conversely, let CE Im fl# and B(p) =c. Use a dia- 
gram chasing as in the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 1. Let u E n4,- i(U(2n)) 
be such that r#(u)=t#(q). Then t#(a,-h.(o)) =O. Hence there exists 
0~17~~-~(Sp(n)/Sp(s)) with 1#(0) =p- h,(u) by the exactness of the upper 
horizontal row in the diagram. So, s=l#(f?)+h.(o). It follows that 
c=$g(v)=qg(8)+p,(u). So, cEIm q#+Imp,. 
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Now, Im q# is generated by [X{n,s)]z and Imp, is generated by [(2n - l)!]~ 
as is shown in the proof of Theorem 1 (i). It follows that 
Imj#={(AX(n,s}+p[(2n-l)!])i1, A,puE}. 
Therefore Im @# is generated by dl, where d is the greatest common divisor 
of X{n, s} and (2n - l)! . This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Now, let c, be as in Theorem 1. We have 
LEMMA 1. If u,(n) L uJc,_ i) then 
up(mG sl) = 
up@,) - u,(n) if u,(n) 5 up(cs) 
0 if u,(n) > qk3 
PROOF. The proof of this lemma is the same as the proof of Corollary 5.4 in 
[3]. Instead of the complex Hopf line bundle over P,- i(C), the quaternionic 
Hopf line bundle over P,-,(IH) should be used. 
THEOREM 3. If u,(n) L u,(c,- r) then 
U{2n,s} = 
: 
up@,) - up(n) if u,(n) I up(q), n odd 
max (up(q) - u,(n), u,((2n - l)! )> if u,(n) 5 u,(c,), n even 
0 if qA4 > qAcJ 
PROOF. This follows from Theorem (2) and Lemma (1). 
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